ISA GT Colombian artist based in Berlin & London, has been making waves for being a visionary producer, a very
skillful Dj and for her prolific collaborations with other artists. She was once dubbed by The Fader as "The Colombian
equivalent to Nueva York's ESG", quickly after arriving in London, Isa established herlsef as the go-to in the city for
her new approach to partying and for the undeniable and fearless way of mixing and melting genres from House,
Disco, Groove to the new Latin rhythms. ISA GT is one of the main figures of the Global Bass genre and was featured
recently on the series #DIGIT broadcasted on ARTE channel.

With releases on: the legendary Fania Records, Mad Decent, Man Recordings, Dim Mak, Don't Be Afraid, Highscore
Publishing and her own Etoro Records.

Member of the infamous London collectives GIRLCORE and WOWOW!. Isa is well known in the musical and art circles,
not only because of her many skills as a music entrepreneur, but as an innovator, if it doesn’t exist Isa will make it happen.
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Isa has played in some of the best stages, festivals and parties around the globe. From getting the crowd dancing
before Boys Noize at a Bugged Out warehouse party in London, to being M.I.A.’s dj at Montreux Jazz Festival, to
touring in Mexico, Coachella parties, and hosting a residency at Bossa Nova Club (NYC) with Joakim and In
Flagranti as guests, while playing some memorable dj sets at Bloc and Fusion festivals.

Isa GT was in charge of the GIRLCORE radio show on Ministry of Sound and Diesel radio, as well as being a guest of
different radio shows on stations like BBC, Monocle FM and East Village Radio and currently hosting her montly show
Musicalia via Berlin Community Radio. Isa recently worked as a music consultant/researcher for the video series 99
Cities and currently is the music director at the W Hotel Maldives.
Isa continues her curatorial mission, selecting music for releases on her own label Etoro Records.
To see and hear Isa in action please visit:
El Ritmo (Isa’s latest single)
Watch Ain’t Nobody (Isa’s latest video)
Live Dj set/live vocals at Overdrive Infinity
MTV Iggy Interview
1993 Mix for Dazed and Confused

For all her releases, mixes, videos and news, please visit:
Isa’s website
Soundcloud
For bookings, remixes, and general enquires:
connie@isagt.com

